
1. Questions or suggestions about the tune-up

process.

2. Is anything missing from the tune-up elements

tables? 

3. Should required vs voluntary be reconsidered

for any elements? 

4. Which elements might need a sampling approach?

What sampling rate do you recommend?

5. What are the pros and cons of including water in tune-

ups? Should it be included?

Tune-up Process & Element Discussion

I like the idea of a sampling approach for

certain common elements. For a

sampling rate, you should consider how

often you expected to see an element.

For example, you wouldn't want to do a

sampling approach on an element that

may have only one or two instances --

you would most likely miss the ones that

are there.  You can use other secondary

data to find common elements, but you

might consider a baseline study. Happy

to chat more about this - Jeannette

Plumbing

Fixtures -

10%

Any element that

requires extensive

labor hours to

investigate. Like

plumbing and

lighting. Not sure of

the rate. 

Sampling is appropriate.

Rate is more art than

science depending on

what uses most energy

and what there is a lot of.

Picking a good tune up

specialist will help ensure

a good sampling plan.

How do you anticipate

scheduling the 4 year

requirement across

organizations?  I'm

thinking about how they

get spaced out to

mitigate market demand.

Focus on Energy has

incentives for

Retrocommissioning

and steam trap

survey/repair. RCx

covers the HVAC

measures listed.

Some HVAC and

lighting controls will be

tenant specific - I'm

curious how other

programs handle that,

especially relative to

mandatory actions

Can someone

from the owner

group get

certified as a

tune up

specialist 

Is the data

collected similar

to a Focus on

Energy audit

which is free

Please confimr

that all costs of

tune-up

administration is

paid by City.

Large buildings with

professional technicians

do much of this in house,

on a regular basis.  Is thre

any consideration given to

what portions of a tune up

can be done in-house?

What will the City

do with the

information

collected during

these tune-ups?

Talking with Commercial

customers of mine in new

hybrid work world. They

pretty much all have been

tuning up and re-setting

systems to the hybrid work

world.

What about a building that is

already leed gold certified

and highly energy efficient?

It may require significant

capital expenditure to

increase energy efficiency

beyond a certain point.

Where does the cost benefit

analysis get completed? 

Not clear on if action

is required on just the

tune up or if

recommended actions

are required and if

City will be enforcing

these and how.

How will qualified specialists be

vetted? How can we give

building owner's confidence

they have high value options for

specialists to guide them

through the process?

Recommend following similar

procedure as Focus on Energy

Retrocommissioning pre-

approved provider process.

Does the tune-up

specialist need to be a

3rd party or can an

internal party with the

relevant certifications

qualify?

once this program is in

place, what is the

mechanism for making

changes to the

requirements? Who

decides, via what

process, and how often

could it be adjusted?

If you are Energy Star

rated than some of these

steps are already done -

can that information be

used again by the tune-up

specialist so not to repeat

work

Where did the

City come up

with the "10% -

15% annual

energy savings"

figure? 

Will there be

dimisnishing ROI after

multiple 4 year tune-

ups to where this

simply becomes an

expense?  Is 4 years

the right frequency?

There is also a

Focus on Energy

offering called

Whole Building

Tune-up

How much leeway /

autonomy will the tune up

specialists be given to

prescribe "required"

changes? What if a building

owner disagrees with the

required work, how will the

City resolve those issues?

You're really going to tell people what

temperature to set their water heater

at? HVAC, lighting and water heaters

should be voluntary. If I want a few

lights on inside for security reason, I

shouldn't be forced to turn them off.

Are you going to tell all the car dealers

to turn off all of their lights What's to

stop someone from running their

building the way they want for 364

days and then set things back to the

mandated settings before the next

tuneup?

There's a nuance

here - you are

requiring systems

be verified, not the

temperature or

lighting level

chosen.

All elements should be

voluntary.  It will make sense to

any building owner if the

energy savings justifies the

expense of the change.  But,

mandatory set points, etc.,

prescribed by an outside

consultant unfamiliar with our

operation could be

problematic.  

Depending on a

persons role/

perspecitve. This

could be considered

the least we can do

for the environment

Perhaps allow the

tune-up specialist to

advise if there are

recommended

changes between

Required vs.

Voluntary.

It would be good to

have something

about plug load - at

least data centers -

on the voluntary

side

Discussion of building

owner's goals

(Current Facility

Requirements - from

ASHRAE

retrocommissioning

standards)

Comparing

current

performance

to historical.

Determine if observed

system function aligns with

desired/expected building

function. For example, are

the ventilation rates for a

given building area

appropriate and aligned

with current codes/best

practices.

If a building owner has

regular service, filter

changes, etc. that cover

some of this, can those

be eliminated or used as

proof instead of another

tune up requirement?

Life Safety

Systems

(Sprinklers,

elevators?)

If a tune-up item,

such as HVAC, is

inspected quarterly

by a professional

vendor then can the

inspection reports

qualify as proof. 

Note specialty

building functions that

may have larger

energy impact and

give space for

additional notes or

recommendations in

the checklist.

Replace filter

 clean ducts

LED Exit signs

Life safety and

sprinklers, fire

sytems are

inspected annually

and more often that

find and address

issues. 

Is the required

action on the part

of the tune-up

specialist to

provide to the

owner?

Yes water should be

included but that needs

to be stated as it

sometime was  referred

to as energy

benchmarking so you

would need to collect

energy and water data

Pro: it is an important utility to

maximize efficiency

Con :  Very industry specific

for use and for buildings this

size, multiple ways to

manage infection prevention

in domestic hot water which

may make efficiency hard to

measure from building to

buiulding

It is generally not very easy

to reduce water usage once

a building is built without

significant capital

expenditures. Is the City

going to require building

owners to spend tens of

thousands of dollars to

reduce water usage?

The water measures

included here are

pretty basic - seems

doable and there's a

benefit to nudging

people to think about

water too

Comment

says:

"Seconded!"

Multi-tenant

buildings, with multi

"use" will be difficult

to set a water use

benchmark on, not

clear what this will

even be based on.

Bike Rack

While supportive of energy benchmarking as a practice,

the Chamber has several concerns with the proposed

mandatory approach. For starters, it would result in

required upfront consultant costs to business without

producing any actual energy savings. Importantly,

employer data is proprietary and must also be protected.

In 2013, the city originally proposed mandating energy

benchmarking for certain types of buildings in the City of

Madison. In the 2013 proposal, local government would

collect the data, allowing for the information to potentially

be shared publicly without context of building use and

consumption needs. Lastly, the past proposal required

businesses to pay for energy audits to verify the collected

data is accurate. Ultimately, in 2015 a substitute proposal

that directed the City Engineer to establish a Public/

Private Voluntary Benchmarking Program passed the

council. To date, that legislative requirement has not been

pursued. Why is the city not moving forward with its own

legislative requirement to form a voluntary program? 

Of the buildings that

would be required to

comply, how many are

not benchmarking?

Alliant Energy has information available

for commercial customers in Energy Edge

which can be accessed by MyAccount.

Easiest to contact your Key Account

Manager

Energy Star- I have awaiting information

regarding ES specific upload availability

should be able to use information we

have currently available at the least. 

If you don't know your Key Account

Manager at Alliant Energy.

jasonprice@alliantenergy.com

The “cost of/investment in” building energy

tune-ups for building owners is comparable

to the “cost of/investment in” an effective

exercise and diet program for an individual:

the outcome for each is better performance

over timel. But there is another factor to

consider here: the VALUE of the better

performance of buildings is very important

for ALL of us, because reducing building

energy use reduces the harm to our shared

atmosphere. That is, for buildings, it is a

matter of reducing the “tragedy of the

commons,” whereas for individuals, it is a

matter of their own personal quality of life.

Tune-Up Process: 4 Steps

What is a building tune-up?

Introduction

A building tune-up is an assessment of energy systems, controls, and

maintenance practices to detect and correct operational or maintenance

problems. As part of the tune-up process, minor adjustments may be made to

bring them up to a good state of operation.

These adjustments result in 10 - 15% annual energy savings for a building.

Like cars and bikes, all buildings need to be tuned regularly to keep them

running efficiently. Tune-ups ensure existing equipment is operating at its best.

Tune-ups are performed by a qualified tune-up specialist, which could be

trained building/facilities staff.

Tune-ups would only be required for buildings 50,000 sq. ft. and larger every

4 years. A 4 year cycle enables building owners to recoup cost and realize

savings, making tune-ups revenue neutral or positive for building owners.

1. Conduct a building assessment (desktop)

Tune-up specialist collects basic building information and

characteristics, review benchmarking data, and conducts energy bill

analysis

2. Identify corrective actions (on site)

Tune- up specialists conducts a building walk through to assess

building operations and maintenance

Identifies required and voluntary operational and maintenance

improvements

Shares findings with the building owner

3. Implement & verify corrective actions (on site)

The building owner completes the corrective actions using in-house

staff, existing contracted service providers, or the Tune-up Specialist.

Tune-up specialist verifies corrected equipment and systems are

functioning as intended

4. Report to the City of Madison

Tune-up specialist completes the tune-up report (form provided),

reviews it with the building owner, and electronically submits it to

the City 

What's included in a tune-up?

Example Elements

Example Programs

Program Page: https://www.phila.gov/programs/building-energy-performance-

program/

Tune-up Workbook: https://www.phila.gov/media/20210702091928/OOS-BEPP-

tune-up-workbook.xlsx

Program Page: https://www.seattle.gov/environment/climate-change/buildings-

and-energy/building-tune-ups

Tune-up Workbook: https://www.seattle.gov/documents/Departments/OSE/Tune-

Ups/Tune-Ups%20Report%20Workbook.xlsx

Tune-up Equivalents

Potential Equivalents

We want to create a flexible program that acknowledges the multiple pathways

to energy efficiency and enable building owners to choose what’s best for their

buildings. Building owners can choose to tune-up or submit proof certain other

equivalent achievements that demonstrate high energy efficiency. 

Potential equivalents include:

High certified ENERGY STAR Score (75 or greater?)

LEED Gold or Platinum O+M

Zero Energy Certification issued by International Living Future Institute (ILFI)

PHIUS Certification for Buildings

Building Energy Quotient (bEQ) Certified

High Building Energy Asset Score

Low EUI (20 kBTU/sq. ft. or less?)

Recently completed ASHRAE Level II audit and implemented

recommendations with a simple payback of 3 years or less

Reduced EUI 15% or more in last 2 years

9. What other equivalent certifications or actions should

be included on the list?

10. What should be considered a 'high' energy star

score? A low EUI? Are these proposed levels in the right

ballpark?

11. How much should EUI be reduced to qualify as a

tune-up equivalent?

Seems like EUI

would have to

considered in

light of hte

building type

These parameters

would vary wildly

depending on type

and size of building

so how will those

levels be

determined?

Too low of an EUI

can be

detrimental to

building comfort,

EUI does not tell

the whole story

The EUI is in the

right ballpark

based on the

analysis behind our

Climate Champion

program.

Potential concern about

15% reduction in last two

years without any other

information on why; there

could be some external

factors that may have

nothing to do with energy

(say... a pandemic) 

These programs all

require a large

investment in time and

money and some do not

yeild any real energy

savings or are not

applicable to building/

type/use/tec.  

Reduced EUI over recent

years is not an appropriate

pathway unless the EUI

reductions are normalized

by weather and building

usage. Otherwise I support

the City's effort here to be

flexible by equivalencies.

EUI of 20 depending

on the building type

would be extremely

low and could indicate

under ventilation or

another problem

within

Unless you have a building that

has the same use/same

occupancy, and type, a

comparison year to year does

not provide accurate data to

base reduced EUI on.

Especially right now with hybrid

work, change in tenant use, multi

tenant buildings, this is not a

metric that is possible to base

decisions on.

what about

other LEED

levels besides

just gold or

above???

Energy Star required

staff and PC count. 

We can't force a

tenant to provide

that.  How do we

handle this issue.  This

applies to

benchmarking also.

Have you considered the

option for an owner to

apply for an exemption and

they would supply the data

as to why they don't need a

tune-up so the city can

spend time on the buildings

that need more attention

Comment says: "

suggest striking word

"equivalent" from this

Section--suggest

"alternative

compliance" or other

more accurate term"

Building Energy Savines Program

Workshop 2

Meeting Guide

1. Keep an open mind

2. Assume good intentions

3. Share the space, raise hand

4. Focus on feedback, not decision-making

5. Questions > Answers

QUESTIONS SUGGESTIONS CONCERNS
Chris Seitz

Focus on Energy

Any building that

can save energy

1. Name

2. Organization

3. Favorite Madison

summer actvity
Introductions

Building Owner Commercial

Tenant

Operations &

Maintenance

Property

Management

Energy

Professional

Design,

Construction,

Renovation

Energy & Env.

Advocacy

Workforce

Development

Other

Greg

Hatzinger

SSM

Mark Chilson

SSM Health

Mallards

Games

Cathy

ODonnell

The Gialamas

Company

Stacy Nemeth,

Fiore

Companies

Dining outside

Victor Niño

Clean Wisconsin /

ASHRAE

Walking around

lakes 

Mark

Binkowski,

Urban Land

Interests

jeff steenis

GHC

people

watching

Will Platou

Calico Energy

Anything on

the lake

Chris Seitz

Focus on

Energy

Biking

Susan Millar, 350

Wisconsin 

biking on the

Capitol Lakes

Trail

Melissa Klar

McAllen

Properties,

Inc

Carrie Lovelace

UW-Madison and

Sustainability Office

Checking out

walking trails

Jason

Price@AlliantEnergy

Favorite thing to do in

Madison during

summer Sailing on

Lake Mendota

Jill Stransky

CUNA Mutual

Group

Gov Nelson

State Park

Chris Konz

MIG CRE

Farmers

Market

Heather Phelps

Dane Co. Office of

Energy and Climate

Change

Hike at Autumn

Pond and other

great trails

Rex Loker  UW

Sustainability

Trail running 

Mark Malkin

UW-Madison

Canoeing on

Lake Mendota

Steve Ceithamer

Hovde properties

Hanging out at the

parks Bill Connors

Smart Growth

Hanging out on

the Union

terrace

Jeannette

LeZaks

Slipstream

morning

paddling on lake

wingra

Brandon

Blaschka

Sailing for

madison activity

Kathy Kuntz, Dane

Co Office of

Energy & Climate

Change

Concerts on the

Square

Luis Abrajan,
Mullins Group LLC,

Team Sports (soccer,
volleyball)

Jim Ring

Park Towne

Anything

outside

Susan S

Mullins

Group

David Aguayo,

Greater Madison

Chamber of

Commerce.

Terrace. 

Susan S.

Mullins Group

being on lake

Adam Prochaska

Upper 90

Energy

Monona Lake

Loop

Vic

Villacrez 

Hovde

Properties

Qualifications for Tune-up Specilists

Example Qualifications

A Tune-Up Specialist is a person qualified to conduct a Tune-up, identify

required tune-up actions, perform tune-up actions and/or verify that tune-up

actions were completed, and submit documentation to the City. 

Tune-up specialists are usually required to have a specified number of years

of related education and experience (with commercial building operations or

commercial building management) 

AND one specified qualification, such as:

PE in Mechanical or Architectural Engineering

Designer of Engineering Systems credential for HVAC

Building Operator Certification (BOC) Level II

Certified Energy Manager

Certified Commissioning Professional

Existing Building Commissioning Professional 

Commissioning Authority (CxA)

6. Does 7 years of experience reflect the skills and

knowledge necessary to tune-up and provide

recommendations on these elements? Should it be

more or less?

7. What other qualifications should be added to this

list?

8. How can the program best leverage ongoing

operation and maintenance work and avoid repetition?

Should contracted specialists be enabled to complete

specific portions of the form? 

(Keeping in mind tune-ups would happen once every 4

(?) years.)

7 years experience is too

stringent. Younger

professionals with 2 years

relevant experience with

appropriate management/

training can provide

sufficient value to building

owners.

I thought that building

owners were going to

be trained by the city

to complete this and

not incur cost of hiring

3rd party.  Is that still

on the table?

7 Years seems

high - CEMs with

less than 7 yrs

experience will be

completely

capable

Building owners

should be able to

utilize in house staff

to complete tune up. 

The City should

privvide guidelines

and training.

A 7 years requirement

seems to be too specific

for all the experience,

training and certification

one could gather in a

lesser time. Maybe a test

and 3 years experience. 

Maintenance Technicians

and/or Maintenance

Managers should be able

to conduct the tune-ups.

Especially if some of

these mechanicals are

inspected by a licensed

vendor. 

Is the PE the

same

qualification as

the Energy Star

certification

Agreed with the above. If

we have maintenance

techs with 20+ years

experience but not one of

those qualifications, they

should not be precluded. 

I'm not sure it's 7

years but there's a

breadth of expertise

required here.  New

grads are not good

candidate sto do this

work

I feel that setting a

years of experience

requirement is

discriminating against

young professionals

that may have the

same certifications &

Knowledge. 

Recommend noting

which Cx credentials.

I would condone: UW

Madison CCP, BCA,

ASHRAE. I would not

condone NEBB,

AABC.

Focus on Energy

trainins existing

facility staff to

BOC levels, often

at no cost to

facilities

Have you considered

having an initial group

of buildings complete

the tune-up to verify the

specialist chosen

completes the process

succesfully

Focus on Energy

has a Trade Ally

page allowing

searches for RCx

professionals

Building

service

HVAC

technician.

Can building

owner's staff

complete a

tune up?

Reciprocity with pre-

approved by the

Focus on Energy

Retrocommissioning

program

Resist the impulse

to allow folks with

just 1 expertise like

HVAC - BOC

training is

accessible and

holistic

Maintenance

Technicians 

And/or maintenance

technicians with the

support of licensed

vendors inspection

reports. 

A concern with in-

house staff is having

the expertise in all

these areas. Most

likely scenario is

outsourcing. Esp. with

this job market.

It seems like instead of a tune up

occurring every four years,

where an owner would  incur a

large expense at one time, that

an owner should be required to

complete all sections of the tune

up, within each four year period. 

That way, you could spread out

tthe work and cost of

improvements over four years.

Utilities to

automatically

export energy

star tracking

data

Ideally the specialist

would work with O&M

staff so that they

learn via the process,

which will make

savings persist

City might consider incentive

programs for building owners to

send staff to gain credentials/

training that would move them

into the required credentials.

Maybe these incentives can be

balanced through partnerships

with training providers (e.g. UW

Madison Engineering Prof. Dev.)

With about a dozen

buildings it would be a

burden to hire an

outside firm. We have

building automation

contractors but I don't

know if they have these

certifications.

If the work is already

being completed, should

be able to fill out the tune

up forms as part of the

regular PM work and not

have to repeat costs by

having tune up specialist

duplicate efforts

Agree  Agree

Many building owners are completing

these steps through inspections,

annual service work, budgeting for

planned replacements and upgrades,

checking program set points, etc.  It

feels as though this creates a burden

for those doing all these things

already.  Not only the cost of the tune -

up, but the coordination of providing

data, access, interruption to tenants,

and building owner time is required on

top of that. This is an addtional cost.

Should be a way to

get an accumulation

of the companies that

come in over a

course of years, but

ultimately conduct all

pieces.


